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‘Apophenia’, held at fortyfive downstairs gallery in Flinders Lane, 
showcases the design work of final year textile design degree students.    
 
Global in outlook, the RMIT BA Textile Design program holds a unique 
position within the Australian University sector.  With emphasis placed 
on translating textile concepts into marketable solutions, students are 
encouraged to explore purpose, materials, patterning, colour, and to 
conceptualise possible futures.  The program engages students in design 
learning via a range of real world projects.  These projects reflect the 
diversity and opportunities of textile design as a career path.   

As emerging designers and creative individuals, this year’s graduates 
exemplify high level skills and capabilities; from hand generated artwork 
to computer aided design.  Traditional textile techniques associated with 
surface pattern and constructed textiles sit alongside the latest digital 
technologies.  

The program would not be where it is today without the continued support 
of industry.  I would like to take this opportunity to thank the many 
individuals and organisations who have given up their time to deliver guest 
lectures, discussions, workshops, and industry placements.  In particular I 
would like to thank our Industry Partnership Award (IPA) sponsors for their 
generous support of the program.  

I also wish to acknowledge and thank our team of dedicated teaching, 
technical and administrative staff who have contributed their skills and 
experience to the program.  

Finally, congratulations to our students!  Your creativity, skills, hard work 
and professionalism can only enhance the future of the TCF design 
industry.  We wish our 2010 graduates a fulfilling and creative future.  

Thank you.

Jenny Underwood 
Acting Program Director 
BA Textile Design School of Fashion and Textiles 
RMIT University 
www.rmit.edu.au/textiledesign
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Contact details and further information about the 
program

Visit our website for further information, degree show images, 
awards and links promoting student projects, achievements and 
industry sponsorship of the program.  
http://www.rmit.edu.au/textiledesign

All applicants must go through the Victorian Tertiary Admissions 
Centre (VTAC).  In addition, applicants need to contact the 
administration officer Fiona Gavens on 03 9925 9116 or by email; 
fiona.gavens@rmit.edu.au to arrange for an interview (including folio 
presentation).  

There are some key dates during the 2011 academic year that 
prospective applicants should be aware of;
VTAC application - deadline late September, contact www.vtac.edu.
au or 1300 364 133
International applicants - please refer to www.rmit.edu.au/
international for application documents and advice.
RMIT TAFE applicants must apply to the program via the VTAC 
application procedures.

Open Day Sunday 7 August 2011, 10am – 4pm. Applicants to the 
program are advised to attend information seminars during the day, 
view student project work, speak to staff and students about the 
program and experience the resources and buildings of Brunswick 
campus. 

If you require additional catalogues please contact the Program 
Director on 03 9925 9411 or email patrick.snelling@rmit.edu.au

Industry partners and companies can contact the Program Director 
for information concerning Industry Partnership Awards, research 
and other project development ideas for 2011.



For more information contact:
Patrick Snelling
Program Director RMIT University
School of Fashion and Textiles
25 Dawson Street Brunswick VIC 3056 
Australia
Tel: +61 3 9925 9411
Fax: +61 3 9925 9246
Email: patrick.snelling@rmit.edu.au
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The BA textile design program would like to thank and acknowledge the 
following project partners.  Their enthusiasm, time and industry 
knowledge has enriched the program across all three year levels. 

Mattt – first year computer aided design project

The Mattt project provided students with a unique opportunity to 
be mentored and guided by a successful Melbourne designer / 
manufacturer using print and pattern in product design.  Students 
were asked to design pattern repeats using Adobe Photoshop suitable 
for digital printing in accordance with the Mattt design aesthetic and 
current range of handmade bags. 

Aveda – first year computer aided design project

The Aveda project required student’s to design t-shirt graphics to 
support the Aveda, Earth month, Walk for water event for 2011. 
Students were asked to design a graphic using Adobe Photoshop to 
celebrate the event, whilst considering the t-shirts relevance and life 
post event.  In addition students were asked to research appropriate 
t-shirts and printing methods in accordance with the Aveda philosophy.  

Lifeline Gippsland – second year textile studio and computer aided 
textile design

This project required students to consider both the environmental and 
social aspect of sustainable design whilst designing a soft toy / textile 
product and system for the Gippsland branch of the Lifeline 
organisation.  In computer aided textile design students developed ‘how 
to’ instructions using Adobe Illustrator.  Together with the soft toy and 
system, Lifeline have a tried and tested method for upcycling unwanted 
textiles whilst engaging the local community in craft workshops for all 
ages

Linen House and RMIT Industry Partnership Award 2010 – second year 
textile studio

This project gave students the opportunity to; research, explore, create 
and refine concepts for children’s bed linen and associated accessories.  
Under the guidance of Hiccups designer Natalie Ryan, students 
developed hand painted artwork in accordance with one of two themes, 
‘kinder haus’ or ‘tell me a story’.  Congratulations to Bree Janes, Hannah 
Hughes, Sarah Strickland and Dani Pelly for their first, second and highly 
commended awards.



Fair Trade / Moral Fairground – third year textile studio

‘Conversations’ – an industry project with Fair Trade and Moral 
Fairground aimed to start a conversation around how we as designers 
deal with the multi-dimensional aspects of sustainability and design. 
How do we develop (and ensure) truly ethical designs? Above all, how 
do we communicate ‘serious’ design themes related to sustainability in 
an appealing and creative manner? Students developed contemporary 
conversational print designs for a socially conscious fashion consumer.  
Reflecting an aspect of sustainability and/or Fair Trade, the designs 
creatively explored hand-generated artwork, translated for digital print 
outcomes. These designs will be showcased at the Fair @Square event 
at Federation Square in December 2010

Dryen Australia and RMIT Industry Partnership Award 2010 – third year 
computer aided textile design

Final year students participated in a bed linen design project where 
they used their CAD skills, to create a range of textile designs for 
Doona Covers, Sheets and Pillowcases. They had the opportunity 
to design for either adults or children and to consider issues of 
Sustainability. This is a valuable project that reinforces how creativity 
and commercial outcomes can be achieved. Congratulations to Milly 
Gamlin, Hannah Neeson, Julie Newton, Marina Wilson and Rachel Myers 
for their first, second, third and highly commended awards.

Villa Alba: the museum as a design resource – third year textile studio

Final year Textile Design and Communication Design students worked 
in collaboration with the Trustees of the Villa Alba Museum earlier this 
year. The project focused on documenting the decorative interior of 
Villa Alba with students producing a range of monographs, promotional 
materials and textile products for a proposed museum shop. The 
outcomes were displayed in July at the Design Made Trade show, which 
is part of the Victorian government funded State of Design Festival. 
Collaboration with other design disciplines, industry and community 
partners helps source new niche markets for our program and develops 
the professional skills and capabilities of graduate textile designers.

RMIT Learning and Teaching Investment Fund (LTIF) 2010– third year 
textile business and careers
A research project supported by the RMIT LTIF provided students with 
opportunities to develop an understanding of the forms of writing 
for professional practice, including online tools such as eportfolios to 
develop a personalised digital portfolio. Textile designers utilise online 
forums, websites and blogs to promote and disseminate their work 
globally. The creation of an online portfolio of work mirrors the ‘real 
world’ practice of creating and maintaining an online presence. 

A big thankyou to everyone who has supported the program during 
2010, we couldn’t do it without you!











SMART TEXTILE SOLUTIONS – MORE THAN TRANSFER TECHNOLOGY

Brought to you by

Designed to meet the 
demands of the �nest textile 

printers, the Smart T extile 
Solution by (PED) provides 

the T extile, Fashion and 
Furnishing Industry with a 

unique, labour saving, cost 
e�ective and high quality 

digital textile printing 
solution.

A Complete Direct-to-Fabric 
Digital Printing Solution







As a printer I thrive on developing works that hold an abundance of 
depth, through transparency of layers and natural drape the outcomes 
are both soft yet powerful. 
Print
0409 745 518
alexandria.tubbs@gmail.com





Ariel is a printer who sometimes knits. Much of his work is influenced 
by nostalgic elements of his childhood and how he is feeling. He likes to 
draw and make pretty things that make you feel good.

Print
0425 752 276
arielmazo@gmail.com





I am a colourist.  I am an artist.  I am a collector.  I am a stylist.
I design as I am.  
Weave
0401 060 741
clementinelilley@gmail.com





Evoking a sense of nostalgia, I am a craftsperson translating idea’s 
through my hands whether it be by needle, paintbrush, pencil or pen.

Knit
0422652205
georgiemckenzie@gmail.com





Simple structures become complex designs and intricate patterns 
though a mathematical knowledge and fascination with grids.
Weave
0400 806 091
hannahneeson@gmail.com





It is the details and subtleties which make a design interesting whether 
it is the irregularity of hand made marks, the use of colour or the 
tactility of a fabric. There is always a story to be told or a point to be 
made and while the story changes, the qualities are the same.
Print
0468 543 113
heatherpiez@gmail.com





My work explores a considered and intuitive meeting of hand generated
artwork & computer aided graphics. A quirky, illustrative & pared back
approach is at the heart of my folio - exploring design beyond textiles.
Print
0401666369
jemmasbell@gmail.com





I always see patterns in things. I like to draw connections by gathering 
thoughts, visions, and emotions from my subconscious to create 
something more concrete and to give explanation to an idea.
Print
0406213853
jesseisenhauer@gmail.com





You like the visual delicious?      Mmm me too.
Rich, jovial palettes, ambitious layouts and layers upon layers of
intricate, curvy detail. 
Print
0424947160
julienewton@live.com





My work is a fresh response to historical art and design, mixed with 
unassuming aspects of everyday life. I enjoy the challenge of blurring 
the edges of traditional textile outcomes. As a knitter my focus is on 
form and innovation with styling that leans to independent markets.
Knit
0415707250
my.liza.b@gmail.com





I am a slightly chaotic perfectionist with a tendency to go over the top. I 
hoard anything & everything, inspiration is found everywhere; a postcard, 
a seed or an unravelling scrap of fabric.  
Knit 
0438220831
marinawilson@live.com.au





The joy of design is in the asking of a million little questions with a 
million little answers. This is where the sun shines and the zing happens.
Print
0416330335
sj_mj@iprimus.com.au 





I am inspired by playful, witty feminine design. Through my textiles, I 
would like to recreate the feeling one experiences in sublime scenery. 
I am naturally curious and enjoy the exploration process the most. My 
focus is on illustration, and on creatively mixing manipulation techniques 
with print to develop complex textiles.
Print
0423 384 737
millygamlin@gmail.com





The presence of the hand is integral to my work. I use traditional hand-
crafts such as weaving, embroidery and crochet to create pieces
inspired by a love of film, literature and art movements such as cubism, 
dada and pop art.
Weave
oenone_oxlade@yahoo.com.au





Experimental in nature, yet reductive in form, with an immediate desire
for tactility and interaction.
Knit
rachelelizabethblack@gmail.com
0411 512 858





I’m passionate about colour, texture and pattern with my main focus as
a textile designer being to create beautiful hand crafted knitted designs
which will be kept and loved.
Knit
0437 434 266
r.myerstl@gmail.com





Fascinataed by tactile elements, I am inspired by natural materials. I 
enjoy experimenting with a combination of yarns, colours and textures. I 
endeavour to create timeless, homely, comforting textile pattern designs. 
My passions lie in weaving, interior fabric design and homewares.
Weave
0438377198
romelville@hotmail.com





Create, make, write, forage... People inspire me; art gives me hope;
conversations caught by the side of the road fuel my curiosity...
Weave 
0412 947 178
willow_sharp@yahoo.com.au


